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Dear Matthew 

 

Draft decision on Stage 1 of Waikato and Upper North Island Voltage Management staged 

major capex project 

 

1. This is Vector’s submission on the Commerce Commission’s (Commission) draft decision 

on stage 1 of Transpower’s Waikato and Upper North Island (WUNI) Voltage 

Management staged major capex project.  

 

Timing of the project 

 

2. We agree with the Commission’s commentary at paragraphs B38 - B40 of the draft 

decision that whether the major capex proposal (MCP) promotes Part 4 of the Act 

depends on the timing of the project.   

 

3. The draft decision recognises that uncertainty around the future of the Rankines is a 

material risk since the MCP is intended to address voltage stability issues arising from the 

Rankines removal from service. This is a significant contingency in terms of whether the 

investment is efficient.  The draft decision notes the Rankines could be removed in 2022 

or remain operational until 2030. Genesis is also quoted as stating the Rankines may be 

removed earlier if Rio Tinto announces it will close the Tiwai Aluminium Smelter prior to 

2022.    

 

4. We note Rio Tinto has now announced it will close the Tiwai Aluminium Smelter by 

August 2021.  
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5. If hasn’t done so already, we suggest Transpower explore options with Genesis to obtain 

more certainty around the timing of the Rankines removal from service to ensure the 

investment is delivered at the right time. 

 

 

Risk of maloperation 

 

6. As discussed in our submission on the short-list options, we are concerned the demand 

management scheme could result in higher interruptions for Auckland customers resulting 

from maloperation. Past experience suggests a high chance of relay faults. 

 

7. We note the range of measures Transpower will put in place to minimise the risk of 

maloperation discussed at paragraph C25 of the draft decision. We also suggest: 

• All non-critical GXPs should be armed on a rotation basis regardless of size; and 

• Any load shedding equipment should be installed by Transpower at the GXP level as 

the appropriate party to manage risks around transmission voltage. 

 

Voltage sensitive load assumptions 

 

8. We note the Commission’s draft decision states at E32.4 that “Vector submitted that 

Transpower needed to verify its assumptions about sensitive load against actual 

observed response to voltage events.” 

 

9. For clarity, Vector submitted that Transpower needed to verify its assumptions used to 

represent the load response sensitivity (the voltage response modelling assumptions 

used to represent the load response) against actual observed responses to voltage 

events. 

 

10. We consider this verification work should be undertaken as the voltage sensitive load 

assumptions used by Transpower may no longer be valid. 

 

Transmission Pricing Methodology (TPM)  

 

11. Specific figures incorporating the new TPM guidelines have not been provided in the 

consultation material. If the allocation of costs under the benefits-based charge in the new 

TPM further increases costs for consumers then this would be an example of 

unsatisfactory outcomes for consumers exacerbated by the cost allocation approach 
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under the new TPM, given the need for the project has arisen largely due to commercial 

decisions by large generators around their generation assets. 

 

12. However, it is difficult to comment substantively on the proposal in the absence of 

certainty around how the charges will be allocated under the new TPM. 

 

13. We would like to see an estimate of the changes to existing transmission charges for 

connected parties by applying the new TPM guidelines. It is important this is provided as 

it is a key consideration for impacted parties when making submissions on this matter.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Richard Sharp 

GM Economic Regulation and Pricing 


